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Outline
• History of project interventions in Kham district
• Using games – scenarios – role‐plays
– to understand local trajectories of agricultural changes
– to support community analysis of opportunities and constraints
– to reach agreement on priorities for innovation

• Mainstreaming new intervention mechanisms
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Successive intervention &
evaluation phases in Kham district
PRONAE
Conservation
agriculture

PAMPA
Impact
assessment

EFICAS
Combining technical and
organizational approaches

2006‐2008

2009‐2010

> 2015

Experience from PRONAE (2006 – 2008)
 Rationale
• Alternative to till‐based maize monocropping
• Integrated weed and fertility management

 On‐farm experiments
• 5 villages, 3 paired‐plots/village
• 2 treatments

 Main results
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till + monocropping
(conventional)
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• Same yields, reduced production costs but
increased labor requirements under no‐till
• No adoption by farmers
no‐till + intercropping
with legume crops
(black bean, rice bean)
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Reasons for non adoption by farmers?
1. No market for legume crops, no consumption
of pulses by farmers
“We can produce anything provided there
is a market for it!”
(Farmer in Ban Laeng)

2. Animal roaming
 Big livestock left roaming freely on village
territory after maize and rice harvests
 Legume crops eaten by roaming animals
(bamboo fences easily broken)

Understanding farmers’ decision making
exploring local trajectories of agricultural change
Focus group
Interviews
Game

round1
round2
round3
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Maize boom game ‘mahasaly’
How the boom comes up from individual decision making

Maize boom

Ornetsmüller C, Castella JC , Verburg PH. (accepted) A multi‐scale gaming approach to farmer’s
decision‐making in the maize boom of Laos. Ecology and Society

Reasons for non adoption by farmers?
Not good timing

2009
2003

2015

Maize boom

During the expansion & intensification phase of the maize boom:
farmers showed little interest in intercropping systems

“The results of the project were interesting… but you know, we had service
provision for ploughing and still good maize yields without using any
fertilizers… You know, farmers like when it is simple! ” (mak ngai)
(Farmer from Ban Xai, in 2015 when he was asked why they were not
interested to adopt intercropping systems in 2008 )
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Supporting community analysis of
opportunities and constraints
Better timing for intervention
2009
2003

2015
Bust 

Maize boom

Aftermath of the boom: advanced land
degradation, distress diversification:
farmers are looking for alternatives!
Gaming to explore priorities for innovation with local communities

Exploring priorities for
innovation
The EFICAS game
• to explore alternatives
pathways to intensive, land
degrading, maize systems.
• to prioritize options available to
individual and communities,
prior to piloting an innovation
• to engage farmers into
implementing PLUP, and
learning about developing their
households’ economy
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Exploring priorities for innovation
with local communities
The EFICAS game
 8 participants (4 men, 4 women)
from poor‐medium‐rich
households.
 Timing: 5‐6 hrs, play 5 rounds, to
explore about 10 years changes.
 Color cards represent different
land uses and activities
(traditional + innvative)
implemented by players.

Exploring priorities for
innovation
The EFICAS game
 Each player select land use based
on expected income and available
labor force.
 At the end of each round players
receives money that cover family
needs and surpluses can be
reinvested in farming or off‐farm
activities.
 Risk of land degradation, damages
on crops, livestock diseases,
weather events
played with dices ‐>
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Exploring priorities for
innovation
The EFICAS game
 Land degradation or crop failures
in the game trigger discussions –
search alternative practices, e.g.
introduction of legume crops,
 Test individual or collective
innovations, diversification of
activities, e.g. improved pastures
and livestock, paddy terracing,
 Collective debriefing: analyze
trade‐offs between short term
decisions and long term
strategies, etc.

Mainstreaming new
intervention mechanisms
Outputs of the game
 PLUP: Participatory identification
of priority areas for crops and
livestock,
 Strategic decisions ‐ conversion of
maize areas to improved livestock
systems,
 Training of improved
management of individual
household economy
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Mainstreaming new intervention
mechanisms
Supporting market opportunities for legume crops
 Rice bean: export of 200 T of rice bean from Xieng Khouang to Vietnam
(rice bean purchased in Sayabouri Province)



Soybean:
•
•

•

XP trading Cie: harvest center
established in Poukhoud district
Commit to buy up to 2,000 tons of
soybean for local production of animal
feed in 2017.
Price at factory (Xkg): minimum
guaranteed of 3,500 LAK/kg for grade A
and 3,000 LAK/kg for grade B (2017)

Mainstreaming new intervention
mechanisms
Financial and technical support to diversification
• Provide financial support for the fencing of crop and livestock areas,
• Provide seeds (legume, forages) the first years (2‐3 years) and establish
village seeds revolving funds managed by village communities (plan),
• Provide rhizobium and training on seeds inoculation; test different
rhizobium brands,
• Sensitization and training on animal vaccination + set‐up of animal
health revolving funds,
• Provide technical support on crop production, including harvest (e.g.
mechanized threshing of soybean) and post harvest to avoid losses.
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Lessons learnt
Gaming and simulations further used
• To mainstream new intervention mechanisms
• Timing of innovations
• Exploring priorities for innovation with local communities
• Support to decision making at individual and community levels
• Training on accounting and planning household economics
• Financing innovation (PPP mechanisms support to technical extension)
• To explore new institutional arrangements between multiple stakeholders
• Maize sector, e.g. producers, traders, local authorities

Eco‐Friendly Intensification and Climate resilient Agricultural Systems (EFICAS)

Thank you for your attention!
For more information:
www.eficas‐laos.net
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